UC Denver Account and MedHub Login Information

UC Denver Account Information
As soon as GME receives and processes your program’s New List, UC Denver account information (i.e. email address, username, employee ID) as well as instructions for claiming those accounts, will be emailed directly to incoming residents/fellows at the personal email addresses provided on the New List (no later than 4/2). Allison Glover will email PCs to inform them when all their residents/fellows have received their account information.

MedHub Login Information
Approximately one week before resident/fellow start dates, GME will make UC Denver or other institution-based email address (i.e. CHCO, NJH, HealthONE, etc.) the “Primary Email Address” for all residents/fellows in MedHub (instead of their personal email address up to that point). GME will then reach out to PCs with instructions to send to their residents/fellows regarding how to log on to MedHub.